
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Story bus Project: Artist Call out 
 
Dursley Library is looking for an artist or artist group to propose a story intervention, 
performance, workshop or community engagement to be delivered using the 
Gloucestershire mobile library bus on three occasions between 23 – 28 October 2017. 
 
The work will be part of a creative and immersive project testing the Share a Book mobile 
library in new and innovative ways.  
 
The purpose of the story bus project is to shift perceptions of the library and playfully explore 
the idea of what a story can be for young people up to the age of 14yrs.  
 
Who: We are interested in proposals from artists working across all artforms, e.g. 
performers, live artists, sound artists, film makers, writers, creative technologists, visual 
artists, etc. 
 
When: Three day time sessions between 23 – 28 October. The duration of the sessions / 
interactions will be negotiated in response to the proposed work with the creative catalyst.  
 
Where: Dursley library is located in the centre of Dursley and services communities across 
Cam and Dursley including Woodfield, Highfield, Kingshill. The location(s) is not fixed and 
will be finalised in response to the successful artist proposal or requirements. Engagement 
can be with a singular or across multiple communities. 
 
What:   Proposals for the story bus project could take any of the following formats:  

1. Using the vehicle to tell stories in a community (performative format)  
2. Using the vehicle to make stories with the community (workshop format)  
3. Using the vehicle to collect stories (creative format where a work is made and a 

creative response shared later in the library) 
            
             Potential relationships to explore: 

1. Artists developing a relationship with one community over three visits (duration of 
visit to be discussed) 

2. Artists spreading excitement and being a perception change maker possibly 
working with three different communities 

3. Artist being the impetus for a bigger social gathering 
 

Dursley Library has been exploring the following two themes during 2017 
1. Stories and new technology 
2. Permission to play 
We are interested in proposals connected to these themes (but not exclusively).  
 

The selected artist or artist group will have access to the library bus and support of the 
Library creative catalyst Sarah Warden who is an experienced Creative Producer and library 
team.  
 
 



Fee: The Bus project fee is £1300 inclusive. This fee is to cover all prep work, the three bus 
sessions and any proposed sharing’s in the library.  This is also inclusive of materials and 
expenses incurred. We are flexible to how you manage this budget in conversation with 
Sarah Warden and library team. 
 
We are interested in artist who have: 
Experience working with young people. 
Experience of planning and delivering activities.  
An understanding of health and safety practices. 
An interest in working with rural communities. 
Have an up to date enhanced DBS check and Public Liability Insurance up to 5 million. 
Experience of managing a budget.   
 
Practicalities 
The bus does not have Wi-Fi but it can be sent to places with access to it.  
The bus will have some books on it (and shelving) but these can be tailored and the interior 
can be temporarily changed should an installation response be required. 
The Bus has 13 amp power supply. 
Please see below for images of the Story bus. 
The artists will be expected to accompany the bus and lead the delivery of the work to the 
community(ies). The bus will have a driver and a librarian. The creative catalyst and library 
team will support throughout the process. 
 
More about the project 
The Story bus Project: Share a Book is part of a wider pilot to re-think how libraries are 
used.  Supported by the Summerfield Trust, part of this project will take place in and around 
Cam and Dursley, with the aim of reaching and engaging more local families in books and 
storytelling in rural villages with little cultural activity or connection with their local library.  By 
adding a cultural offer to the children’s mobile book lending service, we hope to provide a 
first stepping stone for children to get involved in a creative activity.  We want artists on the 
bus to provide encouragement and support so with time families will feel confident enough to 
visit their nearest library or local arts venue.  
 
Application 
Please send a CV and a proposal for the Dursley Story bus project. Please include duration 
of your intervention / workshop / engagement, the ideal age group to receive this work, and 
your preferred community relationship, as well as any relevant examples of past work. 
 
Deadline for proposals: by Wednesday 12 July to:Sarah@creategloucestershire.co.uk  

 
Interviews: 17 July at Dursley Library (skype accepted) 
If you would like an informal chat about the Story bus project please call Sarah Warden, 
Creative Catalyst – Dursley Library on 07903869383 on a Monday or Thursday or by email 
Sarah@creategloucestershire.co.uk 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 


